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Happy Friday!
A few things to ponder this weekend…
New year…new ventures - throw in some long-proven
techniques!
Job Search is a full-time occupation - but, you might need a
break!
Finding the needle - the challenges facing recruiters in the great
resignation market.
One Fun Fact!

It’s a New Year!

A wish for success!

New Year…new ventures! 2022 is here - already! - and, with it
brings an opportunity for a fresh start to pursue new opportunities…
pleasures…friends…you name it!
Why it matters: Let us know how we can help as you move forward
with your exciting plans for the coming year. Schedule a time to talk!

Searching can be difficult…

Finding the right opportunity is no easy task. It has long been said that
looking for a new opportunity is a full-time job. While we don’t disagree,
there is good logic to build in a diversion or two.
Our thought bubble: Your key objective should be focused on making
more contacts! Reach out to the unknowns, the alumni groups, the book
club, the fitness center. Let people know you are looking! Take a hike…hit
the books…take an online course…exercise…play games with your family.
Consider a part-time job. Expand your reach with an organization
that could put you in a position to meet decision makers (or influencers).
Take a break from your search for opportunities by working with an
organization that could lead to something!
The bottom line: Do yourself a favor and expand your activities beyond
work. Keep fresh and keep new ideas flowing while at the same time
adding contacts!

Finding the needle…

Where do you start?

The job market is amazing - people quitting never-before-seen rates.
Organizations having difficulty finding the right people. RDC Search is
poised to help!
Our thought bubble: we built our reputation on finding the hard-tofind people. Expanding the candidate market is one trick of the trade. We
screen in…we take the extra step to find passive candidates not actively
looking. We conduct original research each and every time.
The bottom line: take advantage of our retained search services!
Schedule a time to talk!

One fun fact…

Connecting to the world!

Perhaps the holiday spirit brought you a new mobile phone. Your
personal SIM card connects you to the world!
The first SIM card was developed in 1991 by Munich smart-card maker
Giesecke & Devrient, who sold the first 300 SIM cards to the Finnish
wireless network operator Radiolinja.[6][7]
Today, SIM cards allow over 7 billion devices to connect to cellular
networks around the world. According to the International Card
Manufacturers Association (ICMA), there were 5.4 billion SIM cards
manufactured globally in 2016 creating over $6.5 billion in revenue for
traditional SIM card vendors. The rise of cellular IoT and 5G networks is
predicted to drive the growth of the addressable market for SIM card
manufacturers to over 20 billion cellular devices. Wikipedia

It’s always gratifying to receive replies, so please continue to make by
day! We look forward to working with you in 2022 and hope your year is
off to a terrific start.
Have a great weekend…and an even better week ahead…Please feel free
to connect!

Feedback
Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses
will help us create better content for you!

Was this edition useful?

Click here to unsubscribe.

Like this style and format? Request access to Axios HQ — the tool and
templates you need for more engaging team updates.

